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DENVER & LONDON--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Jul. 17, 2014-- CoreSite Realty Corporation (NYSE:COR), a provider of secure, reliable,
high-performance data center solutions, today announced the availability of High Precision Time™, a new certified timing service by Perseus Telecom,
within CoreSite’s Northern Virginia Market. Perseus is a leading provider of high-speed global connectivity and managed services for the financial
markets, iGaming, multi-media and eCommerce communities.

High Precision Time allows CoreSite customers to precisely synchronize their time systems across multiple data centers and calibrate their perimeter
to sub-nanoseconds of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) timescale.

“High Precision Time™ provides financial market participants and other customers an accurate time synchronization solution,” said Dr. Jock Percy,
Chief Executive at Perseus Telecom. “In addition to its certification and verification benefits, the service mitigates risk by offering the ability to stay
ahead of any future time-stamping regulation. We are proud to bring High Precision Time™ to CoreSite’s Northern Virginia Market, given its proximity
to financial markets and rich ecosystem of partners across all verticals.”

Starting immediately, CoreSite customers have the ability to gain access to High Precision Time through a direct interconnect.

“It is important that organizations with performance sensitive applications deploy their IT assets in data centers that feature certified timing and
synchronization to ensure operational efficiency and compliance,” said Brian Warren, senior vice president of product and marketing at CoreSite, “We
are happy to welcome Perseus to our Northern Virginia Market and to have them provide High Precision Time services to our customer ecosystem.”

About CoreSite

CoreSite Realty Corporation (NYSE:COR) delivers secure and reliable data center solutions across eight key North American markets. More than 800
of the world’s leading enterprises, carriers and mobile operators, content and cloud providers and media and entertainment companies choose
CoreSite to connect, protect and optimize their performance sensitive data, applications and computing workloads. Our flexible, high-performance
products and 350+ dedicated employees consistently deliver unmatched, scalable data center options -- all of which leads to a best-in-class customer
experience. For more information, visit www.CoreSite.com.

About Perseus

Perseus is a private global high precision network provider for financial trading, gaming, e-commerce and multi- media. Customers include top tier
market makers, banks, exchanges and Fortune500 companies. The company is headquartered in New York with offices in Chicago, Dublin, London,
Miami, São Paulo and San Francisco.

Perseus provides many of the world’s fastest market-to-market routes (all asset class including Bitcoin) between Chicago, New York, London,
Frankfurt, São Paulo, Mexico City, Tokyo, Singapore, Johannesburg. The company has earned accolades for the fastest trans-Atlantic route between
New York and London (QuanTA™), the lowest latency route between Brazil and USA (LiquidPath®) and High Precision Time™. Perseus accepts
Bitcoin for payment of services with GoCoin. For more information, visit http://perseustelecom.com/contact/.
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